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We present a model for calculating the optical gain in a midinfrared GaAs/AlGaAs quantum
cascade laser in a magnetic field, based on solving the set of rate equations that describe the carrier
density in each level, accounting for the optical- and acoustic-phonon scattering processes. The
confinement caused by the magnetic field strongly modifies the lifetimes of electrons in the excited
state and results in pronounced oscillations of the optical gain as a function of the field. Numerical
results are presented for the structure designed to emit atl,11.4mm, with the magnetic field
varying in the range of 10–60 T. The effects of band nonparabolicity are also included. ©2005
American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1904706g

I. INTRODUCTION

The last decade has witnessed fast progress in the field
of unipolar semiconductor quantum cascade laserssQCLsd,
which are very promising candidates for practical sources of
radiation, particularly in the midinfrared spectral range.1–7

Considerable output power, room-temperature operation, as
well as the ability to get a range of lasing wavelengths using
the same material system, opens up a number of potential
applications for these devices, such as trace gas detection,
polution control, medical diagnostics, optical communica-
tions in high-transparency atmospheric windows, etc.4

QCL operation is based on intersubband optical transi-
tions, between size-quantized states within the conduction
band of multiple quantum well type structures. The excited
state lifetimes in such systems are very shorts,1 psd be-
cause they are dominated by electron-longitudinal-optical
sLOd-phonon scattering process. Consequently, the typical
threshold currents in QCLs are much larger than is common
for conventional interband lasers, with their much longer car-
rier lifetimes.7 However, it has been recently pointed out4–8

that considerable improvements in this respectsi.e., in-
creased lifetimes of carriers in the excited stated might be
achieved by effectively reducing the system dimensionality,
e.g., by applying a strong magnetic field perpendicular to the
layers. The magnetic field induces additional quantization of
the in-plane electron motion, and the continuous two-
dimensionals2Dd subbands are split into a series of discrete
Landau levelssLL d. Their energies depend on the field,
which, together with the fact that scattering rates between
states are sensitive to their energy spacing, enables one to
selectively enhance or inhibit different relaxation channels in
a multilevel system by varying the magnetic-field strength.

In particular, the electron relaxation from the upper laser
state into various states below it can be efficiently controlled
in such a manner. This translates into a field-induced modu-
lation of the population inversion and optical gain.

In this work we set a theoretical model for the calcula-
tion of electronic relaxation rates in the QCL active region in
a strong magnetic field, due to optical- and acoustic-phonon-
induced transitions between Landau levels, which enables
one to find the electron distribution over the states of the
system by solving the full set of rate equations describing the
transitions between levels, and eventually determine the op-
tical gain. Calculations are performed for a GaAs/
Al xGa1−xAs QCL structure designed to emit in the mid-IR
range,5,6 for which the calculation of the upper laser state
lifetime has previously been performed, and the experimen-
tal data are also available.5,6

II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The active region of the QCL structure under consider-
ation comprises three coupled quantum wellssQWsd biased
by an external electric fieldK, as displayed in Fig. 1. In the
absence of the magnetic field this system has three energy
states, i.e., subbandssn=1,2,3d, and the laser transition oc-
curs between subbandsn=3 andn=2. This active region is
surrounded by suitable emitter/collector regions in the form
of superlattices, designed as Bragg reflectors, which inject
electrons into staten=3 on one side, and allow for rapid
extraction of carriers from the lowest subbandn=1, on the
other side. The energy difference betweenE2 andE1 should
match the LO-phonon energy in order to ensure fast depopu-
lation of the lower state of the laser transition via resonant
optical-phonon emission. These two mechanisms are respon-
sible for achieving population inversion between subbands
E3 andE2.
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In the direction parallel to the QW planes, the electronic
states have free particlelike energy dispersion:E="2ki

2/2m* ,
wherem* is the effective mass, andki is the in-plane wave
vector. The nonradiative lifetime for the stateu3,kil is limited
by electron-LO-phonon scattering into the two lower sub-
bands of the active region, and can therefore reach only pi-
cosecond values, which results in a considerable threshold
current necessary to achieve the optical gain necessary for
lasing. When the structure is subjected to a strong magnetic
field B in the direction of the growth axis, continuous sub-
bandsEnskid transform into series of individualsstrictly dis-
creted states at energiesEn,l<En+sl+1/2d"vc, where l
=0,1,2, . . . is theLandau index andvc=eB /m* is the cyclo-
tron frequency. Variation of the magnetic fieldB influences
the configuration of the discrete states, and hence the rates of
electron-phonon relaxation processes. The values ofB which
give rise to resonant LO-phonon emission are found by solv-
ing the equation:E3,0−En,l="vLO, with n=1,2,where"vLO

is the LO-phonon energy.
Optical transitions in this system are allowed only be-

tween states with the same value of the Landau index,9 i.e.,
si ,ld→ sf ,ld. The fractional absorptionsor, if it comes out to
be negative, the gaind on transitions corresponding to the
lasing energy, i.e.,s2,ld→ s3,ld, reads:

A2,l→3,l =
2e3pB

n̄"e0

d2,3
2 dsE3,l − E2,l − "vdF2,l;3,l

l
, s1d

wheree0 is the vacuum dielectric permittivity,n̄ is the ma-
terial refractive index,c the velocity of light,Fi;f is the dif-
ference of Fermi–Dirac functions for the initial and the final
state, anddif =khiuzuh fl is the transition matrix elementswith
hi and h f denoting thez-dependent parts of the wavefunc-
tionsd. Using the expression for the electron areal density in
the statesn ,ld, i.e., Nn,l=eB / sp"dFFDsEn,ld, and summing
over all LLs, we get the total gain on all transitions between
LLs belonging to subbandsn=3 andn=2 of the QCL active
region:

g3,2=
2e2p2

n̄e0

d2,3
2 dsE3,0− E2,0− "vd

l
sNS3 − NS2d. s2d

To determine the population inversionNS3−NS2, on which
the gain depends, one has to find the electron distribution
over all the states in the active region. This is obtained by
solving the system of rate equations, which describe the
change in level population as the difference between the rate
at which the carriers arrive and the rate at which they leave.
We assume that electrons arrive in the active region in Fig. 1
by a constant current with the areal densityJ, and are in-
jected into only a limited number of LLs of the excited laser
state, i.e., into levelss3,0d ; . . . ;s3,lmax3

d. The valuelmax3
is

determined so that all the levels aboves3,lmax3
d may be con-

sidered as almost empty at a given temperature, if the carrier
distribution among them was equilibriumlike. Neglecting the
phonon absorption processes, which is justified at lower
temperatures,10 the system of rate equations takes the form

]N3,lmax3

]t
=

J3,lmax3

e
− N3,lmax3

F o
p=0

lmax3
−1

f̄sE3,pd

t3,lmax3
;3,p

+ o
i=0

lmax2 f̄sE2,id

t3,lmax3
;2,i

+ o
j=0

lmax1 f̄sE1,jd

t3,lmax3
;1,j
G = 0

A

]N3,k

]t
=

J3,k

e
+ f̄sE3,kdF o

p=k+1

lmax3 N3,p

t3,p;3,k
+ o

i=imins3,kd

lmax2 N2,i

t2,i;3,k

+ o
j=jmins3,kd

lmax1 N1,j

t1,j;3,k
G − N3,kFo

p=0

k−1
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t3,k;3,p
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lmins3,kd
−1
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−1
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]t
= f̄sE2,kdF o

p=pmins2,kd

lmax3 N3,p

t3,p;2,k
+ o

i=k+1

lmax2 N2,i

t2,i;2,k
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j=jmins2,kd

lmax1 N1,j

t1,j;2,k
G − N2,kF o

p=0

pmins2,kd
−1

f̄sE3,pd

t2,k;3,p
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i=0
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A

FIG. 1. The conduction-band diagram of the active region of
GaAs/Al0.33Ga0.67As QCL decribed in Ref. 5, in an electric field of
44 kV/cm. The subband positions at zero magnetic field, together with the
corresponding wave functions squared, are also displayed. The horizontal
arrows indicate the flow of electrons, which are injected into the staten
=3 and extracted from the staten=1.
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]N1,k

]t
= f̄sE1,kdF o

p=pmins1,kd

lmax3 N3,p

t3,p;1,k
+ o

i=imins1,kd

lmax2 N2,i

t2,i;1,k

+ o
j=k+1

lmax1 N1,j

t1,j;1,k
G − N1,kF o

p=0
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]N1,1

]t
= f̄sE1,1dF o

p=pmins1,1d

lmax3 N3,1

t3,p;1,1
+ o

i=imins1,1d

lmax2 N2,i

t2,i;1,1

+ o
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lmax1 N1,j

t1,j;1,1
G − N1,1F o
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−1
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+ o
i=0
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−1

f̄sE2,id

t1,1;2,i
+

f̄sE1,0d

t1,1;1,0
G −

J1,1

e
= 0, s3d

wheretn1,l1;n2,l2
is the electron relaxation rate corresponding

to nonradiative transitions from the statesn1,l1d to sn2,l2d,
due to emission of both LO and acoustic phonons, and

f̄sEn,ld=1−sp"d / seBdNn,l. The injection and extraction
currents are calculated as J3,k=J exps−E3,k /kBTd /
op=0

lmax3 exps−E3,p /kBTd and J1,k=J exps−E1,k /kBTd /op=0
lmax1

3exps−E1,p /kBTd. Under steady-state conditions, the rate of
change of subband populations in the active region equals
zero. The radiative transition rates are several orders of mag-
nitude smaller than the nonradiative transition rates and are
therefore neglected in the systems3d. The quantitieslmax1

and
lmax2

are the maximal values of Landau indices of levels
originating from the two lower subbands, for which the fol-
lowing inequalities still hold true:E3,lmax3

−E1,lmax1
.0 and

E3,lmax3
−E2,lmax2

.0. Upon solving the above system oflmax1

+ lmax2
+ lmax3

+2 nonlinear equations, supplemented with the
particle conservation law:on,lNn,l=NS swhereNS is the total
electron sheet density, set by dopingd, we calculate the inver-
sion and the optical gain in the QCL active region.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The active region of a QCL based on the
GaAs/Al0.33Ga0.67As heterostructure, described in Refs. 5
and 6, designed to emit radiation at 11.4mm, is displayed in
Fig. 1. The layer widths are 56, 19, 11, 58, 11, 49, and 28 Å,
going from the emitter towards the collector barrier, and the
electric field is 44 kV/cm. The material parameters used in
the calculation arem* =0.0665m0 sm0 is the free electron
massd, n̄=3.3, and the conduction-band discontinuity be-
tween GaAs and AlAs isDEc=0.8355 eV. In the absence of
a magnetic field, the three subbands are at energiesE1ski

=0d=76.5 meV, E2ski=0d=113.5 meV, and E3ski=0d
=224.5 meV, with the lasing transition energy ofE3−E2

=111 meV in full agreement with the measured value.2

When this structure is subjected to a strong external mag-
netic field in the z direction, the 2D subbandsEnski=0d
+"2ki

2/2m* split into series of discrete LLs, the energies of
which swith band nonparabolicity includedd are given by11

En,l = Enski = 0d + sl+1/2d"eB / m̄in
sEd −1/8fs8l2 + 8l + 5da18

+ sl2 + l+1db18gs"eB /m*d2. The averaged in-plane electron
effective mass is calculated here asm̄in

−1sEd
=ehn

2szdmi
−1sz ,Eddz sthis provides the best agreement with

the experimental results12d, where misz ,Ed=m*h1+s2a18

+b18dfE−Uszdgj, and Uszd is the conduction-band profile
from Fig. 1, while a18=0.642 eV−1 and b18=0.679 eV−1 are
the nonparabolicity parameters. The LO-phonon emission
rate on the transitions between the initial stateEi=Eni,li

and
the final stateE f =Enf,lf

is given by13

WLOsEi,E fd =
e2vLO

pep
dfEni,li

− Enf,lf
− "vLOg

3 E
0

`

P2sqzddqzE
0

`

qi

uFsqi,li,l fdu
2

qz
2 + qi

2

3dqifn0s"vLOd + 1g, s4d

whereP=e0
dhi

* sinsqzzdh fdz. Hered denotes the length of the
confining region in thez direction, andqz is thez projection
of the phonon wave vectorq=sqz ,qid. The quantity
uFsqi ,li ,l fdu is the lateral overlap integral, the analytic ex-
pression for which, in the caseliø l f, reads

uFsqi,li,l fdu
2 = expS−

qi
2

2b
D li!

l f!
S qi

2

2b
Dlf−li

fLli

lf−lisqi
2/2bdg2,

s5d

whereb−1=seB /"d−1/2 is the magnetic length, andLn
ksxd de-

notes the associated Laguerre polynomial. For the caseli

. l f one simply swapsli andl f in Eq. s5d. The constantep in
Eq. s4d is calculated asep

−1=e`
−1−es

−1, wheree` andes are the
high frequency and static permittivity, respectively, while
ns"vLOd=fexps"vLO /kBTd−1g−1 is the equilibrium popula-
tion of optical phonons. The Dirac function in Eq.s4d ex-
presses the energy conservation in transitions between dis-
crete statessni ,lid and sn f ,l fd, but in a practical calculation
one has to consider all states as broadened, with a Gaussian-
like energy distribution.6 The widths of these Gaussians are
taken to depend onB in the following manner:s1d ssBd
=s0

Î0.5B, with s0=1 meV/T1/2, for transitions between
states belonging to the same subband14 sni=n fd; s2d s
=Îp /2G if niÞn f, but matching Landau indicessli= l fd; and
finally s3d seff=f0.5s0

2B+sp /2dG2g1/2 fmeVg, if niÞn f, li

Þ l f. Similarly, the Dirac function in the expression for opti-
cal gains2d is replaced by a Lorentzian, with the linewidth
parameterG. In addition to the LO phonons, we have also
included the acoustic-phonon emission in the model, and the
corresponding relaxation rate is given by10,13
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WACsEi,E fd =
aAC

p"
SEi − E f

"yL
D2 1

− 1 + expS−
sEi − E fd

kBT
D

3E
0

qzmax

P2sqzddqzuFsqi0
,li,l fdu

2dqz, s6d

whereaAC=J2/cL, J is the deformation potential,cL is the
elastic constant associated with acoustic vibrations,qzmax
=fsEi−E fd /"vLg, qi0

=fqzmax

2 −qz
2g1/2, and vL is the

longitudinal-phonon velocity. Numerical parameters used in
the calculations aree`=10.67, es=12.51, J=6.7 eV, cL

=1.231011 N/m2, vL=4.73103 m/s, G=2.125 meV, and
T=77 K.

The total relaxation rate for transitions from the ground
LL of the third subbandsinto which the majority of carriers
are injectedd into the two sets of LLs of the two lower sub-
bands is shown in Fig. 2, for the magnetic fields in the range
of 10–60 T. Oscillations of the relaxation rate withB are
very pronounced, and very prominent peaks are found at
values of the magnetic field which satisfy the resonance con-
ditions for LO-phonon emission. Conversely, when the ar-

rangement of LLs is such that there is no level situated at
<"vLO below the states3,0d, this type of scattering is inhib-
ited, and therefore the lifetime of the upper laser state is
increased. Results given in Fig. 2 compare very well with
those in Ref. 5, except that the peaks here are broader, prob-
ably because of differences in modeling the state widthss.
One can also see from Fig. 2 that the relaxation rate via
acoustic phonons is almost an order of magnitude smaller
than via LO phonons.

Assuming a constant current injection, the modulation of
lifetimes of all the states in the system results in either a
supression or an enhancement of population inversion be-
tween statess3,0d and s2,0d, Fig. 3, and therefore also in
modulation of the optical gaing<g3,2/J, Fig. 4. The most
prominent maximum of the gain is achieved at the magnetic
field of B=20.5 T, and the positions of relevant states in this
case are displayed in Fig. 5. Electron relaxation from state
s3,0d is clearly supressed, because there is no lower state
with energy aroundE3,0−"vLO, and the lifetime for this state
is as large ast3,0=48.5 ps in this case. Quite a different
situation occurs at a field ofB=24.5 T. The configuration of

FIG. 2. The total electron relaxation rate due to emission of optical and
acoustic phonons as a function of magnetic field, for transitions from the
states3,0d into LLs belonging to the two lower subbands.

FIG. 3. The ratio of the total electron areal densities, in all LLs of the third
and second subband, as a function of the magnetic field.

FIG. 4. The optical gainsper unit of injection currentd as a function of the
applied magnetic field, atT=77 K.

FIG. 5. Positions of relevant discrete states in the structure for the magnetic
field of B=20.5 T.
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relevant electronic states, shown in Fig. 6, leads to maxi-
mally enhanced relaxation rate from thes3,0d state, because
there are now two states—s2,2d and s1,3d—which are
<"vLO below the upper laser state, and its lifetime is dras-
tically reducedst3,0=0.45 psd. The result is a diminished in-
version, and a minimum of optical gain, Fig. 4. Comparison
of Figs. 3 and 4 with the positions of the light intensity
minima and maxima given in Ref. 6 again shows a good
agreement. Finally, we should note that throughout the above
considerations we have assumed that the energy relaxation in
the injector/collector is not sensitive to the magnetic field.
This is likely to be a reasonable approximation since these
regions consist of a multitude of extended states with small
energy separation.7

IV. CONCLUSION

We have set up a rate equations based model and ana-
lyzed the optical gain in the active region of a quantum cas-
cade laser in a magnetic field perpendicular to the structure
layers. The field induces in-plane quantization of electron
states and, with the energies of Landau levels depending on
the field strength, enables tuning of relative positions of Lan-
dau levels so to strongly modulate the electron relaxation
rates by positioning some states on or off resonance for LO-

phonon emission. These nonradiative relaxation processes
may limit the output power of the QCL or even prevent
lasing action at some values of the magnetic field, or, on the
other hand, enhance the optical gain for other values of the
field. The model presented for the calculation of electron-
phonon scattering rates between Landau levels accounts for
both the LO and acoustic-phonon emissions. It was applied
to a GaAs/AlGaAs-based QCL structure, designed to emit
radiation at 11.4mm, for which the potential of the magnetic
field as a tool for controlling the phonon-assisted transfer has
been studied experimentally, and for which the calculation of
the upper state lifetime has been performed. The results of
the more elaborate, rate equations model presented here
show good agreement with the previous experimental and
theoretical works, indicating the potential of extending this
model towards including magnetic-field effects in the
injector/collector regionsswhere electron–electron scattering
is very important, and should be includedd in order to get a
more complete picture of processes in the whole structure.
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